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Qantas has challenged Airbus and Boeing  

to the extend the flying range of their next generation  

of long haul aircraft to make direct flights  

from the east coast of Australia to cities including  

London and New York a reality by 2022. 

Our Spirit flies further.

Travel time  
cut by  
up to 3 hours

Travel time  
cut by  
up to 4 hours

NEW OPPORTUNITIES FOR DIRECT ROUTES

PROJECT SUNRISE OVERVIEW

THE FINAL FRONTIER

Qantas announced plans to take on the 
final frontier of aviation, direct flights from 
the east coast of Australia to Europe and 
New York. The airline challenged Boeing and 
Airbus to deliver an aircraft capable of ultra 
long haul flying, which would revolutionise 
Australian air travel.

RESEARCH FLIGHTS

Qantas operated three Project Sunrise research flights using 
its Boeing 787-9 Dreamliner aircraft to gather ground-breaking 
data about inflight passenger and crew health and wellbeing. 

The flights had limited passengers to minimise weight and 
followed two Project Sunrise routes — London and New York 
to Sydney. 

Qantas gained almost 60 hours of Project Sunrise flying 
experience across the three flights and thousands of data points.

AIRCRAFT ORDER PLACED

Qantas reaffirms its commitment 
to conquering the final frontier of 
aviation and confirms an order with 
Airbus for 12 A350-1000 aircraft, 
for the launch of Project Sunrise 
flights in late 2025.

SUSTAINABILITY

As part of Qantas’ 2050 net zero emissions commitment, 
the airline announced all net emissions from Project Sunrise 
flights will be carbon offset.

PREFERRED AIRCRAFT

The Airbus A350 was selected in 
December 2019 as the preferred 
aircraft for Project Sunrise flights, 
with an extra fuel tank to be added 
to extend the aircraft range.

PROJECT SUNRISE

The direct flights were labelled 
Project Sunrise, a nod to the legendary 
Double Sunrise flights operated by 
Qantas across the Indian Ocean 
during WWII which remained airborne 
long enough to see two sunrises.
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